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Surabaya – Agustus 6th, 2015, Turning 3 years as a public company, PT Bank
Pembangunan Daerah Jawa Timur Tbk (bankjatim) continue to improve. Various
efforts have been accomplished for a better company's performance, ranging from
the more innovative product development and services through other various
measures that could bring improvement to bankjatim shares on the trading floor.
One of them is by holding an event titled Corporate Week bankjatim 2015.

A side from being a form of disclosure of go-public companies to customers,
stakeholders, and shareholders, Corporate Week events bankjatim 2015 is also an
effort to get closer to the community. It is proved by more and more people
participated to make the event success of the event which was held from 3 to 6
August 2015 and was not limited to the investment community but also involving
academics from several educational institutions, especially universities in Surabaya.

The managing director of bankjatim, R Soeroso said that in 2015 bankjatim has
been trying to be different than the previous year in holding an Investor Day in order
to introduce bankjatim stock for more and more people.

"We want to reach more people in order to know bankjatim closer, especially on
BJTM stock, hence we involve several universities in Surabaya in order to participate
to educate and bring people to get interested in investing in the stock market,"
Soeroso cleared.

At the Corporate Week 2015, bankjatim has 3 major agenda undertaken by
bankjatim, ranging from bankjatim Goes to Campus, Corporate Media Day - BJTM
Belong To You, and Investor Day 3rd Enhanced with New Spirit.

In the event bankjatim Goes to Campus in addition to socialization and education of
capital market / stock to the students and several lecturers, bankjatim also shares
free stocks to enrolling and attending participants in 6 campuses venue like
Perbanas Surabaya, Universitas Widya Mandala Surabaya, Universitas Negeri
Surabaya, Universitas Katolik Petra Surabaya, Universitas Airlangga, and
Universitas Pembangunan Nasional. This is done by bankjatim to lift up the interest
of students as well as a lecturer at universities in Surabaya to invest in the stock
market, especially to bankjatim stock.

While the Media Corporate Day - BJTM Belong To You bankjatim held seminars
with journalists from various mass media that aimed to establish a discussion forum
on banking, especially about bankjatim (company performance) as well as a



platform to build communication and discussion with the media, investors and other
parties involved in the business and bankjatim business especially to bankjatim
shares, so that the participants can get positive and balanced information.

The series of Corporate Week bankjatim events was closed with Investor Day 3rd
Enhanced With New Spirit which was convivial event between stakeholders and
shareholders of bankjatim.

bankjatim successful financial performance recorded by bankjatim to the first half
of 2015 continued to show improvement compared to the previous year (YoY), seen
on :
1. Total assets of Rp 50.23 trillion, increased 19,18% (YoY);
2. Third party funds of Rp 42.68 trillion, increased 20.30% (YoY);
3. Credits of Rp 28.29 trillion, increased 13, 97% (YoY);
4. Interest Income of Rp2,22 trillion, rose 17.25% (YOY).
For a go public mid-level bank, bankjatim financial ratios showed an excellent
performance as ROA of 69.63%, 86.54% for LDR, CAR of 22.17%, ROA of 3.52%,
ROE of 18.98%, NIM of 6.90%.

As for the Dividend Yield, bankjatim recorded the highest among the go public
banks that reached 9.0%, with the nominal dividend increased from Rp. 605.8 billion
in 2013 to Rp 624.49 billion in 2014. Acquisitions of dividend per share also
increased from Rp 40.61 per share to Rp 41.86 per share as the excellent net profit
growth of bankjatim, so that the stocks of bankjatim which are listed on the
Indonesia Stock Exchange with stock code BJTM are worth collected.

To continue to improve the performance, bankjatim also continues to strengthen the
network to the remote area by extending the point of service. Up to In June 2015, the
number of bankjatim network has reached 1315 service points (consisting of 1 Head
Office, 43 Branch Offices, 165 sub-Branch, 160 Cash Offices, 97 Sharia services
offices, 172 payment points, 65 Car Cash, 6 ATM cars, 604 ATMs and 2 CDMs.
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